
The Forgotten 
 
I began working as a Police Officer for the Department of Veterans Affairs 
in July of 1996. During the summer this was a thriving area. People were 
visiting from all over the United States, finding lost relatives, alive or visiting 
them at the cemetery. Today was almost like any other day, but a crisp, 
cold autumn chill was in the air. Winter is coming fast.  
 
I move out of the station house and into my Police cruiser. Turning the key 
the car's many radios squawk with a loud protest of being disturbed. I move 
out into the flow of traffic; falling leaves float down and smack into my 
windshield as I move through the campus. I make my way past the main 
hospital. On the left a few veterans are sitting in front, relaxing to break the 
monotony of the day. I pass the Hospital and am heading towards the 
Domiciliary. 
 
The Domiciliary or Dom, as we call it, is where some veterans reside who 
no longer require hospitalization and have no place else to go. This building 
was built at the turn of the twentieth century. The Dom was built like a 
fortress, circular in shape. From an aerial view it would appear as a wagon 
wheel with just the hub and spokes. The hub is the main hallway and the 
spokes are the residences. 
 
The building is cold and ominous looking as I pull up. I park under the apple 
trees, how beautiful they look, the red apples in stark contrast with the 
green leaves. It's a shame hardly any visitors ever see this. Shutting off the 
cruiser I'm struck with a cold silence, which surrounds me. I leave the 
cruiser and walk towards the Dom. The building seems forbidding as if 
repulsed by my presence. I feel as a stranger walking up to a medieval 
castle begging for permission to enter. Under the alcove I grab the large 
brass handle on the door and push. I've gained permission to enter, but the 
door squeaks in protest. The dark staircase is slightly lit by huge metal 
chandeliers. I feel as if I am entering the tomb of a great hero. Everything is 
perfectly clean; the brass handrails shine with polish as if they are never 
used. The silence is overwhelming. Soon my boots disturb the silence and 
vanquish it. I put my hand on the handrail and feel its deep coldness. 
Somehow this stairwell reminds me of the smells that were in the tombs I 
visited in Egypt that also had very few visitors. 
 
I make my way up the stairs to another set of huge doors. I open them and 
I am flooded with light. I've entered the Rotunda, the main office area to the 
Dom. This room is in opposition to the stairway. Where the stairway is dark, 
this room is light. The stairway is cold and forbidding, this room is warm 
and welcoming. This room reminds me of the inside of a circular lighthouse, 



with two tiers above me. On each tier a walkway wraps around with four 
large doors on the sides, as if forming the directions of a compass. 
Historical American flags are on the walls along with historical American 
memorabilia. I stand in the center and look up over a hundred feet, a dome 
ceiling with a skylight on the very top. A giant American flag hangs from the 
top tier; this room is as celebrant as a polished military brass band. As with 
a loud celebration I've had enough and I exit the Rotunda directly across 
from where I entered. I open the door and again silence envelopes me. 
 
The silence surrounds me, pushing against me as if trying to keep me 
back. I enter the main hallway of the Dom. This is a well-built building, 
almost fortress like. Its walls are thick, made with large blocks; the floors 
are polished as if hardly ever used. On my left are windows revealing the 
outside world, but with the feeling of protection from inside this fortress. On 
the right side are large windows and doorways revealing a beautiful 
courtyard with hundreds of flowers. I can almost imagine the smell of the 
flowers and the sounds of the fountain in the center.  
 
As I walk along I pass by many doorways on the left, which lead to the 
residences for the veterans. I almost expect to see military cadets of 
yesteryear step out from the gloomy halls, ghosts of the past. I continue 
walking and am marveling at the cleanliness of everything, well-maintained 
like a soldier’s spit and polish boots. This place is uniform, clean and well 
maintained. The lack of heavy traffic probably allows it to keep this 
appearance. Though clean and neat, the hallway remains aloof and distant 
from warmth. There is the absence of human presence with the exception 
of me. As I continue walking I see an older veteran shuffling down the 
hallway. His face absent of expression, he notices me smiling at him, and 
his face lights up like a light bulb and smiles back. I pass by the gentleman, 
we exchange pleasantries and I return to my deep thoughts. Again the 
absence of human presence surrounds me with silence. I have circled 
around and ended where I began. I enter the doorway to the Rotunda. I 
walk through the well lit room and open the door to the stairway. I descend 
down the forbidding stairs, open the front door and am reminded of the cool 
autumn breeze.  
 
How good it is to be alive, to feel the change of the seasons. To feel and 
smell the cool crisp air of autumn. I climb back into my cruiser, again with 
the protest of the radios. As I pull away I look in the mirror; the Dom is 
fading from view. I drive past the hospital and a new set of veterans are out 
in front. They see me and wave methodically. The streets are empty and I 
start up the long hill to the cemetery. Trees protect my presence, 
surrounding me as I slip past. I round the corner and arrive at the cemetery. 



I notice the grass is well groomed, the headstones are in perfect alignment. 
Even in death these heroes from the past are in inspection order. 
 
I leave my cruiser behind and traverse the hill by foot. At the top is the 
monument honoring these fallen heroes, reminding us of their sacrifices. 
They are at rest now, but the living survivors are still in the hospital and the 
Domiciliary. The employees at the Department of Veterans Affairs give their 
very best, their warmth and kindness. But the emptiness and the quiet in 
the hospital and the Domiciliary should be replaced by human noise. They 
are the forgotten, completed a task and hidden away. These veterans have 
given their very best. What have we as Americans who owe them, given 
them? 
 
These heroes had a short time of celebration and then put here and 
forgotten about. We should give them a celebration everyday, thankful for 
our freedom they guaranteed for us. These veterans laid downs their lives 
for our future. Ask yourself what have you done for these men and women? 
Don't let them continue to be the forgotten.  
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